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As leaders in innovative window furnishing 
hardware, Acmeda now offers a range of motorised 
solutions combining cutting-edge technology with 
user friendly controls and reliable motors.

Our high-quality AUTOMATE range includes mechanical limit, electronic limit  

and wirefree motors with specialised features such as collision control for 

blind fabric preservation, ultra-quiet performance for minimal noise disruption, 

synchronisation for precision positioning and self-tightening for perfectly  

closed cassettes.

The Automate system provides the next dimensions in safety to roller blinds  

by eliminating loops and hanging chains, ensuring a safe environment for our  

young children. 

All Acmeda motors are complemented with slimline, modern handheld or wall 

mounted remote controls to provide a fashionable, yet unobtrusive, look to your 

home’s décor. 

An external Automate motorised blind or awning can significantly reduce energy 

consumption for your home by minimising the amount of heat that enters and 

escapes through the windows, thus ensuring an environmentally friendly and cost 

effective cooler summer and warmer winter. This can be further enhanced by using 

an Automate accessory such as a remote control to pre-program opening or closing 

times for your blinds and awnings or letting the sensor do all the work to open and 

close your awning based on sunlight and wind speed intensity.

Catering for small to large internal windows as well as external blinds and awnings, 

Acmeda has the perfect motorised solution for all your indoor and outdoor window  

covering needs.
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//AutomAte SmALL & medIum WIReFRee BLINdS

AUTOMATE WIREFREE S35 SYNC
The advanced battery powered AUTOMATE 

WirEfrEE s35 sYnC offers an ideal and easy 

upgrade from manual to motorised blinds.

requiring no electrical wiring, the Automate 

Wirefree s35 sYnC motor has an inbuilt lithium 

ion battery which achieves an outstanding 200 

cycles per charge. An optional solar powered 

charger will ensure your motor is continuously 

charged, resulting in an environmentally 

friendly, energy efficient set and forget solution.

The added benefit of sYnC technology in our 

wirefree motor further allows for flexible 

operation, by perfectly synchronising the final 

positioning of multiple blinds.

With the simple addition of an adaptor, the 

Automate Wirefree s35 sYnC motor is also 

compatible with the popular medium hardware 

(s45), in order to achieve larger blind sizes for 

residential and commercial applications.

RF200 SERIES REMOTE CONTROLS

The Automate Wirefree motor is complemented 

by a single, five or fourteen channel remote 

control that can be programmed to operate 

individual, multiple or groups of blinds on  

each channel .

The easy to program, simple to use and stylish 

rf 200 series remotes have a 200 metre range 

and can be handheld or wall mounted. 

The premium rf214 Touch remote will  

enable you to determine exact positioning  

of your blinds via the visual reference image 

and touch screen controls on the face of the 

remote. The sophisticated technology means 

that you can have multiple intermediate 

positions for your blinds without the need for 

pre-programming and the flexibility to change 

intermediate positions at any moment.

SYSTEM WIREFREE S35 WIREFREE S45

MOTOR DIAMETER 24mm

TORQUE 1.1nm

SPEED 25 rpm

WEIGHT CAPACITY 6Kg 5Kg

ACCESSORIES

rf 200 series remotes

plug in charger

solar powered charger

syncronised leveling, battery operation



RF500 SERIES REMOTE CONTROLS 

The Automate El & A50 motors can be 

controlled by single, five or fifteen channel 

remotes. The premium five channel 

timer remote allows you to program your 

preferred daily opening and closing times  

on a weekly schedule.

Modern in design and easy to program,  

the rf 500 series remotes feature a slimline 

magnetic wall mount and have a 200 metre 

operating range. 

AUTOMATE S45 EL & AUTOMATE Q S45 EL
The AUTOMATE s45 El range provides a motorised 

solution for Acmeda’s popular medium sized roller blinds. 

With the addition of our Easy-link system, linking multiple 

blinds to one control, the electronic limit motors can cover 

a greater area with the ability to lift up to 17 kilograms.

The Automate Q s45 quiet motor has added features which 

reduces operational noise to a low 43 decibels. in addition, 

the Automate Q s45 El offers a third limit setting, so that 

the blind can be directed to a pre-programmed favourite 

position in addition to the upper and lower limits.

 

//AutomAte medIum BLINdS
easy to program & quiet operation



//AutomAte LARGe BLINdS
 

AUTOMATE S60 EL 
The AUTOMATE El s60 is suitable for 

Acmeda’s larger internal and external 

roller blinds. The key feature is the optional 

collision control technology, which can 

detect an obstruction below the blind and 

then automatically retract the blind to a safe 

position. This advanced technology provides 

an additional level of protection, resulting in 

a longer life span for your outdoor blind thus 

maintaining a continuous level of comfort 

when entertaining outdoors.

SYSTEM EL S45 Q EL S45 EL S60

MOTOR DIAMETER 35mm 45mm

TORQUE 6nm 20nm

SPEED 28 rpm 20 rpm 15 rpm

WEIGHT CAPACITY 17Kg 50 Kg

ACCESSORIES rf 500 series remotes rf 500 series 
remotes

blind protection & preservation



//AutomAte AWNINGS
outdoor wellness engineered

RF500 SERIES REMOTES
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WIND AND LIGHT SENSOR

AUTOMATE EL A50 & A50/C 
The AUTOMATE El A50 range provides a complete 

motorised solution for folding arm awnings. The 

Automate El A50 is suitable for Acmeda’s open style 

Klip and stein awnings, while the A50/C is perfect for the 

cassette style Kumo & shan systems, featuring a fabric 

self-tightening function that ensures a perfectly sealed 

cassette which preserves fabric for a longer life span. 

A motorised awning is a convenient and environmentally 

friendly option to keep your home cool in summer,  

whilst providing a shaded outdoor entertaining area.  

The additional wind and light sensor will provide the 

ultimate in automatic operation, opening and closing  

the awning based on sunlight intensity and wind  

speed, so you don’t have to. 



//Home & commeRcIAL BuILdING AutomAtIoN
 

AUTOMATE S45 ML
Automate s45 Ml is a mechanical limit motor 

solution compatible with most home (C-Bus) 

and commercial building automation systems, 

suited for Acmeda’s medium internal roller 

blind hardware. Conveniently controlled by one 

centralised unit, the Ml motor is ideal for large 

communal buildings and also serves as an 

environmentally friendly energy saving solution.

//AutomAte AWNINGS
outdoor wellness engineered integrated with centralised control

SYSTEM ML S45 A50

MOTOR DIAMETER 35mm 45mm

TORQUE 6nm 50nm

SPEED 28 rpm 12 rpm

WEIGHT CAPACITY 17Kg 103Kg

ACCESSORIES

rf 500 series 
remotes

Wind/light 
sensor



Visit acmeda.com or contact your  
Acmeda representative for further details.
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//SuPPoRt ANd SAtISFActIoN
 

The innovative Automate range integrates seamlessly 

with Acmeda roller blind and awning hardware to provide 

manufacturers and retailers with a complete technologically 

advanced motorisation solution that is sophisticated and reliable.

With ample stock on hand and fast delivery, Automate is easy 

to install and program with comprehensive technical support – 

including step-by -step instructions in written and video formats. 

Acmeda’s high quality automated products are the result of 

our dedicated innovation centre; identifying the best technology 

available to deliver the perfect motorised solution for all your 

window furnishing and sun protection needs.

All Automate solutions comply with Australian and international 

standards and are backed by an impressive 5 year warranty.

* 1 year rechargeable Battery Warranty


